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To

(~ll

whmn it n'bay concern:

Be it known that I, GEORGE R. MooRE, Jr.,
a citizen of the United States, residing at
:Ken ton, in th~ county of Hard in and State of
5 Ohio, have invented certain new and useful
Improvements in Bottle-Stoppers; and I do
hereby declare the following to be a full, clear,
and exact description of the invention, such
as will enable others skilled in the art to which
ro it appertains to make and use the same.
This invention relates to expansible bottlestoppers; and it consists of the construction
and arrangement of the several parts, which
will be more fully hereinafter described and
r5 claimed.
The objects of the invention are to provide
for the repeated use of a single stopper and
through the medium of the expansible nature
thereof to effectively seal a bottle-mouth in
20 such manner that it can be readily opened at
any time wit4ont the use of extraneous implements and-also to materially reduce the
ordinary expense of devices of this class, which
have generally been heretofore only fit for use
25 a single time.
In the accompanying drawings, Figure 1 is
a sectional view of a part of a bottle-neck having the improved stopper in position therein
and before expansion. Fig. 2 is a view simijo lar to Fig.1, having the stopper expanded and
as sealing the bottle·lteck. Fig. 3is a central
section through the improved stopper.
Referring. to the drawings, wherein similar
numerals are utilized to indicate correspondj5 ing parts in the several views, the numerall
designates a bottle-neck having a suitable
·mouth 2.
The stopper comprises a stem 3, screwthreaded a portion of its length adjacent its
40 upper end and provided at its lower end with
a head 4, having a fiat upper face, as clearly
shown. Surrounding the stem is an expansible seal-sleeve 5, preferably formed of rn bber,
and through which the stem extends longi45 tndinally. The upper and lower ends of the
sleeve are fiat, and the body thereof may be
tapered, as illustrated, or otherwise shaped to
adapt it to the particular form of bottle-neck,
or it may have the contour of a regular cyl50 inder. The head 4 of the stem exerts its pres-

sure against the lower end of the sleeve in a
manner which will be presently set forth, and
adapted to bear on the upper part of said
sleeve is a winged or clamping nut G, adjustably mounted on said stem. On the opposite 55
faces of the ends ·of the sleeve and also surrounding the stem 3 are washers7 and 7',
against which the said lwad 4 and nut 6 have
a bearing and more effectively expand the
sleeve by bringing the opposite pre.ssures to 6o
bear on a larger surface.
In order to prevent the liquid contents of
the bottle from coming in contact with the
metal stem-head 4 and the adjacent washer
7, a shield or covering 8, of suitable neuh·al 65
material, is adapted to be applied to the lower
end .of the stopper. By the use of this shield
the liquid contents of the bottle are prevented
from being tainted or otherwise injured by
coming in contact with the material of which 7o
~he sleeve 5 is composed and the metal parts
exposed at the lower portion thereof. The
edge 9 of the shield Slaps over upon the upper face of the washer 7 and extends into a
recess 10, formed in the lower end of the sleeve 75
5, said overlapped portion of the shield being confined in the said recess by a central
boss or locking projection 11 on the said ex-·
panding sleeve adjacent the-recess. The upper face of the washer 7 is also formed with 8)
a recess 12 to receive the boss or projection
. 11 and avoid the irregular expansion of the ·
said sleeve at this point and to induce a
proper position of the several parts. After
the stopper has been inserted in the bottle- 85
neck the sleeve 5 is expanded to completely
fill the mouth of said neck and effect a liquid
and fluid tight closure by screwing down the
clamp or winged nut G, which draws.on the
stem 3 and laterally extends said sleeve. In 90
releasing the stopper the clamped or winged
nut 6 is loosened an<;l thesleevereleasedfrom
frictional coutactwit.h the wall of the mouth.
The clamp or winged nut, as set forth, prevents the stopper from falling below a certain 95
level in the mouth of the neck and paeticularly in straight-necked bottles.
The device will be found to be exceptionally efficient in its service as a stopper and
materially reduces the cost of such devices roo
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by providing for a repeated use of the same

stopper and also affords a great convenience
in opening or closing a bottle-neck.
.
Having thus described the invention, what
5 is claimed as new is~
A bottle-stopper comprising: a stem formed
with a head at its lower end and screw-threads
at its upper end; an expansible sealing-sleeve
surrounding said stem and having a central
10 projecting boss at its lower end, a washer on
t.he stem between the head and lower end of
the sleeve and having a central recess in the
upper surface thereof to receive the said boss

on the sleeve, a shield covering said head and
haYing its edge inturned and confined be- IS
tween said washer and the lower end of the
sleeve, another washer on the stem against
the upper end of the sleeve, and a winged
clamping-nut engaging the upper end of said
stem.
zo
In testimony whereof ~ affix my signature
in presence of two witnesses.
GEORGE R. MOORE, JR.
Witnesses:
WILL SLATER,
FOGLE.

E. F.
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